A Reputation for Excellence

Kimball Office is a design-driven, technologically savvy brand that has been an industry leader since its inception in 1970. We are proud to be a brand unit of Kimball International, a publicly-traded company that has been recognized as a trustworthy company in 2013, 2014, 2015, and 2016—one of only very few companies to earn the designation for multiple years. Our history and our heritage are deeply rooted in excellence—a tradition we intend to continue well into the future—and our products have earned numerous awards and have been featured in TV and film, as well as in some of the highest profile offices in the United States.

More Than Product Solutions

At Kimball Office, we offer a large portfolio of durable, sustainable, and flexible products at an affordable price. You’ll get the most out of your office spaces (and your budget) because we make it easy to create furniture solutions that meet your specific needs. Our complete support network can help you with multiple tasks such as space planning, product specification, fast delivery, and professional installation. You won’t find a better value or better partners.

Our services include:

- A dedicated service team, including customer service specialists that work exclusively with public agencies. They will answer your questions, help manage your projects, and take care of special requests. Contact them by phone at 800.647.2010 or by email at kog@kimball.com
- Highly skilled, trained, and certified authorized dealer network to support your requirements. Visit www.kimballoffice.com to find a dealer near you.
- EDI order processing, invoicing electronically, and acceptance of credit cards, are all available in an effort to save you time, reduce paperwork, and ensure accuracy.
- Lead time for our complete product offering is just three-four weeks. But if you need furniture faster, you can get many of our most popular products in five days or less through our Kwik Office program.
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Introduction

We offer SCS Indoor Advantage certification.

Most Kimball Office products are level™ certified. level™ ensures a comprehensive, independent and impartial assessment of the environmental and social impacts of a product’s manufacture to the ANSI/BIFMA e3 sustainability standard.

See how Kimball Office products can contribute to green initiatives and manage your building projects at kimballoffice.ecoscorecard.com.

Tradition

Deeply rooted in American tradition and driven by a passionate pride of self, place, and product, Kimball Office quickly achieved success in the marketplace upon its founding. With a reputation for fine craftsmanship, product quality second to none, and an innate ability to provide on time and quick delivery, Kimball Office, quickly, became one of the industry’s most trusted and reliable leaders.

Sustainability

Our efforts to be one of the industry’s environmental leaders and one of the most proactive in developing sustainability initiatives and practices goes back all the way to the founding of Kimball International. We have made continual progress as a responsible steward of resources and as agents of true sustainable change in the industry. As we continue to chart our sustainability plans for the future, we do so with the importance of the environment ingrained in our very being. Our employees, customers, and communities have shaped our culture and we, wholeheartedly, believe that, together, we can create a better world.

Products may contribute to LEED credits. Please refer to our ecoScorecard™, located at kimballoffice.ecoscorecard.com, for details.

Kimball Office provides a broad selection of desks, storage, filing, tables, desk chairs, and side chairs, ready to ship within five business days (10 days for systems and metal filing).

Find inspiration and gather information regarding Kimball Office and our relevant workplace solutions at www.kimballoffice.com.
No matter where you work or how you work, Priority supports it in extensive ways. Choose from a coordinated suite of desks, benches, tables, and storage units. Each element integrates to create modern work environments, timeless appeal, and a whole world of configurations.

Also shown
Task: Wish / Ottoman: Desk

Private Office

Priority™

Private Office

Private Office

Private Office
Fluent™
Craftsmanship meets durability and the latest technology in this simple, yet versatile platform.

Footprint™
A comprehensive solution of worksurfaces and storage that allows your imagination to explore endless possibilities.

Hum. Minds at Work.™
An open plan solution designed for individual focus, collaborative tasks, and everything in between.

Definition™
Definition’s elegant design naturally accommodates new ways of working, with base and surface style options that create customizable configurations.
Innsbruck™
Innsbruck reinterprets the Biedermeier neo-classic style with timeless design.
Also shown
Task: Murifield / Side: Arpeggio

Transcend™
A refined aesthetic that incorporates the ability to effectively manage today’s technology.
Also shown
Task: Wish

President™
Distinctive details and classic components add beauty, elegance, and status.
Also shown
Task: Clairmont / Side: Independence Springfield

Senator™
Establish your space with traditional design and meticulous craftsmanship.
Also shown
Task: Murifield / Side: Collage
KORE makes an immediate impact on the workplace—both in function and in feel. With the importance of technology in mind, KORE was built for people—for the way they work, interact, and grow. This was intentional and purposeful, knowing that when you design for human needs, the rest will fall into place.

Also shown:
Task: Wish / Side: Lusso
Xsede®
Xsede allows for limitless collaboration, personalization and connectivity, meeting the needs of the ever-changing work environment.

Available in freestanding tables, L-shaped or back-to-back benching, all are height adjustable. This functionality makes Xsede a high-performing, flexible collection for today’s modern workplace.

Use Xsede’s versatility in the open plan in harmony with an array of Kimball Office products to create a comfortable and functional work environment.

Also shown
Task: Wish
Table: Dock Meeting

Also shown
Task: Hero / Ottoman: Dwell
Table: Dock Meeting
Footprint® & Traxx®

With an integrated portfolio of worksurfaces, support elements, storage units, and mobile pieces, Footprint helps you create work spaces with multiple possibilities.

Footprint, here in combination with Traxx and Bingo chairs, allows for the placement of foundational elements across all areas of the floor plan—increasing functionality while encouraging customization.

Also shown
Task: Hero / Lounge: Villa

Task: Hero / Side: Bingo

Use Footprint with Traxx and Tiles to create versatile work environments that provide increased functionality, no matter what the space requirements.

Also shown
Stool: Bingo
The versatile Priority line can be used in the private office or out in the open in a benching format with optional privacy screens to create areas for more focused work.

Also shown
Task: Wish

Priority can support every type of work environment. Its comprehensive and intelligent mix of components can be configured to apply to your design, application, space, and budget.

Also shown
Task: Hero

PriorityTM height-adjustable tables and Wish sit-to-stand chairs provide end users the freedom to work however they are most comfortable.

Also shown
Task: Wish / Ottoman: Dwell
Hum. Minds at Work
From individual to team without disruption, create environments that work the way minds work.

Interworks' EQ
All the pieces you truly need, built with straightforward components, clean lines, and durable construction.

Cetra
Use monolithic panels or mix materials on sectional panels to create striking elegance in high visibility areas.

Fluent
This simple platform of all-purpose components is easy to install and can easily be reconfigured to your workspace’s ever-evolving demands.

Xsite
Create a foundation using essential building blocks and enhance its functionality and aesthetics with a surplus of options.

Also shown
Task: Wish

Xsite Design Options
Xsite style choices are extremely broad and flexible, allowing tiles to be placed independent of the frame and different on either side of the wall. It is also engineered so you can distribute power and data easily, virtually anywhere within the frame.
Dock® Work Tables

A stylish, functional, and versatile line of solutions for a wide range of office interactions.

KORE®

KORE tables give people a proper place to gather, chat, and engage—effectively and without taking up too much space.

Dock® Meeting

Combine this versatile line of tables for any use.

Stow™

On the wall, floor, or near a desk, maximize space in an attractive way.

Conferencing Solutions

Compliment any environment from conference rooms to personal meeting spaces.

Team™

Teem is made to support all kinds of interaction—from impromptu conversations to group meetings where technology is relied upon. Both sides of the media wall can be equipped with monitors or marker boards, and your choice of table base and top make the space even more functional.

Also shown:
Side: Flip / Lounge: Villa

Technology Options:

- Single Retractable
- Double Retractable
- Vault Turnbox
- Node
Flip

Ready to work and easy to store, Flip is the answer for any multipurpose work area where a beautiful and adaptable chair is desired.

Also shown: Ottoman / Dwell / Lounge / Dwell

Dock

Dock tables can be combined in flexible arrangements for any use. Create dynamic learning environments, training rooms, private offices, collaborative spaces, and cafés, then expand or rearrange as your demands change.

Also shown: Wall Panels / Traxx & Tiles / Storage / Xsede Media Cart / Task / Wish / Side / Flip / Instructor Desk / Guide

Scenario

Make quick changes to training or teaming environments with mobile, static, and height-adjustable Scenario tables.

Poly

Poly is an eye-catching chair that is affordable, versatile, and comfortable.

Also shown: Wall Panels / Traxx & Tiles

Training Spaces
Villa™
Tables truly give Villa a wide range of designability, while answering all manner of functional purposes.

Bloom™
Bloom occasional tables come in a range of shapes, heights, and materials.

Definition™
The design is about possibilities and enduring essentials expressed in a contemporary form.

Pose™
A clean, modern design, Pose brings comfortable utility to any environment.

Delano™
The Delano collection has the versatility and resilience to meet the demands of public waiting areas and high-traffic environments.

Dock Meeting
Many sizes, shapes, and details let you tailor the look for formal or casual settings.

Priority™
Priority supports every type of work environment while giving you the choice to select the specific features that you need.

Bloom occasional tables come in a range of shapes, heights, and materials.
Wish™
Designed to please everyone from purchasers to end users, Wish blends a universal appeal with a more-for-less approach.

Itsa™
Itsa is an essential task chair that is exceptionally suited to fit everyone.

Joya™
Joya is an ergonomic and sophisticated seating solution for active work areas.

Sit-to-Stand
Sit-to-stand, stand-to-sit. Whatever your needs, Wish can accommodate you.

Xtreme™
Xtreme complements a variety of environments, from boardrooms to training areas.

Bingo™
Bingo’s side chairs offer versatile choices for guest seating and community spaces.

Event™
Event’s upholstered seat and back make it a comfortable, versatile option for office side seating.

Flip™
Flip’s thin features and slim profile create an airy look and take up just inches of space when nested and stored.

Stature®
Stature’s straightforward controls and black arms are great for high use applications.

Hero, Just for You™
Part chair, part aspirational object, Hero is endowed with multiple technologies and housed in an agile, slim-line figure.

Poly™
Poly is an eye-catching chair available in plastic or mesh, that is affordable, versatile, and comfortable.

Stature®
Complement meeting spaces or personal offices with comfort and style.

Task Seating

Side Seating
Beo®

Beo offers various models with elegant lines that appeal to the eye while supporting the body.

Nash™
With an endearing form, Nash adds flare and function to an array of interior settings.

Abbott™
Abbott’s three unique silhouettes make it attractive for any setting.

Tucker™
Tucker is a fitting choice for an elegant seating solution.

Acapella®
Acapella’s modern and versatile style can complete any setting.

Adagio®
Tailored cushions add shape and style to Adagio’s mixed material frame.

Arpeggio®
Arpeggio is the sophisticated choice for lounge or guest seating.

Carrington™
Carrington’s wood frame complements both classic and modern spaces.

Collage™
Complement your meeting spaces, private offices, and lobby areas with Collage.

Stature®
Stature’s sculpted wood arms blend beautifully with its tapered legs.

Half Back

Three-Quarter Back

Ladder Back

Vertical Insert

Full Back

Button Back

Tandem

Bariatric

Bench

Lounge One-Seater

Lounge Tandem

Lounge Two-Seater
Clairmont™
Generous size, graceful accents, and adjustable features make Clairmont a smart executive decision.

Independence Suffolk™
Complement your traditional space with Independence Suffolk’s classic design.

Muirfield™
Make a statement with Muirfield’s classic lines. Outfit offices and present individual styles.

Stature®
Complement meeting spaces or personal offices with comfort and style.

Independence Newcastle™
Independence Newcastle provides comfort and support.

Independence Springfield™
Complement your traditional facility with Independence Springfield.

Independence Hillsborough™
Complete your traditional space with Independence Hillsborough’s distinctive chairs and sofas.

Independence Richland™
Add a new level of sophistication to your dining experience with Independence Richland’s fluted and round back designs.

Innsbruck® & Osterley Park™
This seating line offers fine details and exquisite craftsmanship in a contemporary style that radiates strength and character.

Independence Newcastle™
Complete your traditional setting with this stylish barrel-back chair.

Independence Hillsborough™
Featuring expertly detailed carved wooden arms and custom options, it’s easy to project the image you desire.
The Pairings collection delivers essential elements to support conversation and collaborative work across a variety of applications. Pairings can divide a space, multiplying functionality in open plan environments.

Our popular Villa lounge collection can be arranged in endless configurations. Shade privacy divider panels can be added to create private environments in the open plan, while its built-in power and USB hubs can be used to fit the evolving needs of tech-savvy workers.
Bloom®

Casual while being sophisticated, Bloom fits comfortably in a variety of settings.

Also shown:
Storage: Stow

Boyd®

A classic lounge series, Boyd is timeless and versatile, designed for multiple office environments and easy to specify.

Also shown:
Occasional Table: Dock Meeting
Lounge & Waiting

Dwell™
Designed to support informal, impromptu meetings, Dwell brings a casual charm to the workplace.

Enjoy™
A strong design built for comfort, Enjoy lets you lounge in sophistication.

Delano™
Delano incorporates eclectic design elements with configurable components.

Pose™
Simple lines and soft corners make Pose a contemporary, yet inviting piece.

Beo®
Beo offers various models with elegant lines that appeal to the eye and support the body.
Comfortable spaces are found not only at work and home but in dining applications also. Dock tables provide an expressive, cohesive look across multiple heights and sizes, along with the ability to use materials specification to provide a comprehensive solution.

Poly™
Available in mesh or plastic, Poly brings mobility and lightness to dining and cafe spaces and lends style to necessity. The chairs’ uniform shape and sled-base design allow them to stack with ease for additional functionality.

Bingo™
Super lightweight, they are easy to lift, maneuver, and store. The metal frame and wood shells are resilient to wear and tear.

Villa™
With a depth and breadth of choices, you can configure a variety of settings with many elements or a select few. Work around columns with ease. Create an open setting or a cozy retreat.

Dock Meeting
With many shapes, sizes, and support options, you can outfit your cafe and dining areas with ease.

Also shown
Stools: Bingo
On the wall, on the floor, or near a desk, Stow helps you maximize space in a remarkably attractive way. A range of shapes, styles, and sizes ensures you will find the right configuration for any room.

Also shown: Bloom

Floor Storage with Leg
Floor Storage with Platform Base
Credenza
Media Cart
Lectern
Wall Storage
Wall Panel
Wall Panel with Shelves

Fundamental®

Fundamental metal files work in any setting and offer a variety of sizes, pull choices, and finish options.

LF™ Series

LF Series metal files can be used in file banks, for space division, and as freestanding storage islands. Inherently functional and versatile, the LF Series is able to be reconfigured while fully loaded.

Complementary Furniture
Serving Cart
Serving cart features a hinged dropleaf surface on all four sides, one fixed shelf, and a side handle.

Hospitality Cart
Hospitality cart includes side handle and two box drawers with a black silverware organizer. Lower left compartment features a pull-out door with black 24 quart trash disposal container.

Buffet Credenza
Buffet Credenza includes a 24 quart capacity pull-out trash container and silverware organizer for use in any box drawer.
Complementary Furniture
Serving Cart
Serving cart features a hinged dropleaf surface on all four sides, one fixed shelf, and a side handle.

Complementary Furniture
Hospitality Cart
Hospitality cart includes side handle and two box drawers with a black silverware organizer. Lower left compartment features a pull-out door with black, 24 quart trash disposal container.

Complementary Furniture
Buffet Credenza
Buffet Credenza includes a 24 quart capacity pull-out trash container and silverware organizer for use in any box drawer.